General Technical Terms for Construction Contracts (VOB/C)

Note: DIN is the abbreviation for German standards institute *Deutsches Institut für Normen*. Standards designated DIN are issued by the Institute.

The VOB/C lists the standards that have to be complied with in executing construction projects, as applicable based on the content of the awarded contract. The standards are:

DIN 18299 General rules applying to all types of construction work
DIN 18300 Earthworks
DIN 18301 Drilling work
DIN 18302 Borehole sinking operations
DIN 18303 Timbering to trenchwork
DIN 18304 Piling
DIN 18305 Groundwater lowering
DIN 18306 Underground drainage
DIN 18307 Laying of pressure pipework outside buildings
DIN 18308 Land drainage and infiltration management works
DIN 18309 Ground treatment by grouting
DIN 18310 Waterway, dike and coastal dune securing work
DIN 18311 Dredging work
DIN 18312 Underground construction work
DIN 18313 Diaphragm walling
DIN 18314 Sprayed concrete work
DIN 18315 Road construction – Surfacings without binder
DIN 18316 Road construction – Surfacings with hydraulic binders
DIN 18317 Road construction - Asphalt surfacings
DIN 18318 Road construction – Sett and slab pavements and surrounds
DIN 18319 Trenchless pipelaying
DIN 18320 Landscape works
DIN 18321 Jet grouting work
DIN 18322 Underground cable laying work
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DIN 18325 Track work
DIN 18330 Masonry work
DIN 18331 Concrete work
DIN 18332 Natural stone work
DIN 18333 Cast stone work
DIN 18334 Carpentry and timber construction work
DIN 18335 Steel construction work
DIN 18336 Waterproofing
DIN 18338 Roofing work
DIN 18339 Sheet metal roofing and wall covering work
DIN 18340 Dry lining and partitioning work
DIN 18345 Thermal insulation composite systems
DIN 18349 Repair work on concrete structures
DIN 18350 Plastering and rendering
DIN 18351 Work on back-ventilated curtain walling
DIN 18352 Wall and floor tiling work
DIN 18353 Laying of floor screed
DIN 18354 Mastic asphalt work
DIN 18355 Joinery
DIN 18356 Laying of parquet flooring
DIN 18357 Mounting of door and window hardware
DIN 18358 Rolling shutter work
DIN 18360 Metal construction work
DIN 18361 Glazing work
DIN 18363 Painting and coating work – coatings
DIN 18364 Corrosion protection of steel structures
DIN 18365 Flooring work
DIN 18366 Application of decorative coverings on walls and ceilings
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